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Preface

The First International Workshop on Educational Knowledge Management (EKM 2014) was organized as a satellite event to the 19th International Conference on Knowledge Engineering and Knowledge Management (EKAW), held in Linköping, Sweden, November 24th to 28th, 2014. The workshop was held in the afternoon of the 24th of November.

The interest in Knowledge Engineering and Knowledge Management for the educational domain has been growing in recent years. This can be seen in the series of conferences organized by the International Educational Data Mining Society and in papers discussing the role of knowledge management in higher education. As education is increasingly occurring online or in educational software, resulting in an explosion of data, new techniques are being developed and tested, aiming for instance to improve educational effectiveness, determine the key factors to the success of educational training, support basic research on learning, or manage educational training by satisfying the needs of a community, local industry, or professional development.

The event aimed to bring together researchers, academic and professional leaders, consultants, and practitioners, from the domain of semantic web, data mining, machine learning, linked data, and natural language processing to discuss and share experiences in the educational area.

In the call of papers, we invited submissions reporting original research related to any problem of managing and exploring information in the educational area in schools, colleges, universities, and other academic or professional learning institutions.

A non-exhaustive list of topics for the workshop included the following:

- Educational knowledge management and ontology
- Educational knowledge acquisition, extraction, reuse
- Natural language processing to improve educational effectiveness
- Providing feedback to teachers and other stakeholders generated from EKM methods
- Generic frameworks, methods and approaches for EKM
- Mining the results of educational research
- Educational process mining

Two members of the following program committee have reviewed our submissions:

Halil Ibrahim Bulbul, Gazi University, Turkey
Stefan Dietze, Leibniz University Hanover, Germany
Catherine Faron Zucker, University of Nice Sophia Antipolis, France
Davide Fossati, Carnegie Mellon University, US
Ayako Hoshino, NEC Knowledge Discovery Research Laboratories, NEC Corp, Japan
Roger Nkambou, Université du Québec, Montréal
David Monticolo, University of Lorraine, France
Nuno Pombo, University of Beira Interior, Portugal
Following the reviewers' recommendations, three full papers were accepted for presentation at the workshop and inclusion into the workshop proceedings volume; subject to revisions as recommended by the reviewers. We invite participants and readers to enjoy the workshop program.

Workshop co-chairs

Inaya Lahoud
Lars Ahrenberg

Website: http://www.ida.liu.se/conferences/IWEKM14/
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Discovering Educational Potential Embedded in Community Question Answering

Ivan Srba and Mária Bieliková
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Abstract. Community Question Answering (CQA) systems, such as Yahoo! Answers or Quora, are mostly perceived and studied from their primary knowledge sharing perspective. In spite of that, CQA systems have also a potential to become an effective means for people to acquire new knowledge. In the present, we can witness initial efforts on taking advance of this secondary perspective as CQA concepts have been recently applied in several educational applications. However, these educational systems take quite different approaches to the transition of CQA concepts from the open web to organizational and educational environments. One of possible reasons is that it is not clear which aspects of the question answering process have the best potential for knowledge acquisition. Therefore, we performed a study with a dataset obtained from CQA system Stack Overflow, in which we identified three scenarios that positively leads to improvement of users’ expertise. The results of the study provide us with a better understanding how CQA systems can be applied as nontraditional learning environments.
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1 Introduction

Information retrieval systems (e.g. web search engines or digital libraries) provide users with powerful tools how to identify valuable information and knowledge in the great information space of the current web. However, these systems are effective only if required information has been already codified and made publicly available. Moreover, standard information retrieval systems are not always successful to answer subjective, non-factual and context-aware queries, such as recommendations, advices or complex domain-specific problems. Current possibilities of the web allow us to employ supplementary sources of information to overcome these problems. These non-traditional sources of knowledge are often based on collective intelligence. Concept of collective intelligence [4] refers to shared knowledge which emerges from common collaboration of a community of users that share common practice, interests or goals. Collective intelligence is present in many popular web systems, such as forums, social networking
sites or wikis (particularly Wikipedia is considered as one of the best examples of collective intelligence). In recent years, the new forms of web systems based on collective intelligence have appeared. One of them is Community Question Answering.

Community Question Answering (CQA) is a service where people can seek information by asking questions and share knowledge by providing answers on questions asked by other users. The well-known examples of CQA systems include Yahoo! Answers, Quora or domain-specific Stack Overflow where users concern with questions related to computer science and programming.

Millions of answered questions have already proved the successful concepts of CQA. Therefore, CQA systems became the interesting subject of many research studies. However, in spite of the increasing research effort in recent years, the beneficial effects of CQA systems has not been fully determined for intra-organizational environments yet, such as for educational or business organizations. Especially the educational domain, where students are quite often struggling with various problems related to a learning process, can benefit from the positive effects of the question answering process. Nevertheless, the full potential of CQA systems in the educational domain has not been discovered yet. In particular, the current state of research does not provide a clear answer which aspects of the question answering process contribute to successful knowledge acquisition.

The main goal of this paper is to describe an educational potential of CQA systems, specifically how CQA concepts can be successfully applied in educational and organization-wide environments, such as at universities. We determine this potential by means of an exploratory study with a dataset from CQA system Stack Overflow. The results from the study consist of an identification of three knowledge acquisition scenarios that lead to a positive improvement of users’ expertise.

The paper is structured as follows: we describe a related work on CQA systems in Section 2; Section 3 contains a study aimed to discover a learning potential of CQA systems; finally, conclusions and future work are proposed in Section 4.

2 CQA Systems in an Educational Context

A typical process of question answering in CQA systems consists of several steps. At first, an asker posts a question by formulating a description of his or her problem. In addition, it is usually necessary to select an appropriate question’s topic (a category or a set of related tags). Afterwards, answerers can provide their answer-candidates on the posted question, vote for the most appropriate answers and thus help all users, who are involved in the question answering process, to identify answers with the highest quality. The asker can finish the answering process by selecting the best answer, which satisfies his or her information needs best, and consequently the question is marked as answered and moved to the archive of solved questions.

The significant part of state-of-the-art research on CQA systems studies the question answering process from a perspective of knowledge sharing. In this perspective, the goal of a CQA system is to harness knowledge of a whole community to provide the
most suitable answers on recently posted questions in the shortest possible time. Besides this primary view, we stress that there is also another interesting perspective how CQA systems can be perceived. People can gain new knowledge by reading, asking and also by answering questions. In addition, they are able to perceive different perspectives on a problem by discussions attached to a question or related answers. Thereby, it is very natural to speak about this knowledge acquisition as a special kind of informal learning in CQA systems.

One of possible ways, how to provide students with innovative learning environments, is to adopt concepts of Web 2.0 knowledge sharing applications, such as wikis, forums, social networking sites or content creation tools [8]. Due to the learning potential of CQA systems, it is natural that they have been also already applied as a model in proposals of educational systems. However, we are aware of only a few studies concerned with an employment of CQA systems within the educational domain.

At first, OpenStudy [5] is a large-scale open social learning environment which promotes knowledge sharing through Web 2.0 technologies. It adapts concepts of many social applications, such as CQA systems, online forums, real-time chats and social networking sites. In the present, OpenStudy (http://openstudy.com) has more than 1 million users that come from 160 countries.

While OpenStudy involves a great open community of students, remaining educational CQA systems are focused on smaller groups of students who enrolled for the same class. Piazza (http://piazza.com) is a learning system that is directly inspired by CQA. It is an online platform which offers a refined question answering process along with key features for effective course collaboration. It supports student-to-student collaboration as well as student-to-teacher discussions.

Green Dolphin is another social question answering board designed to support collaborative learning of programming [1]. Green Dolphin automatically identifies students who are experts on a particular topic. Afterwards, students can ask other students or directly experts identified by the system. This recommendation ensures high-quality answers while minimizing teachers overload. Students are awarded by points for asking and answering questions. Afterwards, they can use the earned points to direct their own questions to the recommended experts or teachers. The important concept of Green Dolphin is that new questions are postponed and hidden from teachers for some time, so students have enough time to provide answers by themselves. Only if a question cannot be answered in the given time, a teacher is notified and asked to take a participation on students’ collaboration.

Authors in [2] investigated how to meet the needs of students and instructors while providing them with possibilities of social tools. Classroom Salon was proposed in which collaboration takes place in small groups termed Salons. Each Salon can be open to the entire community or only to a particular group. Students can use these Salons to post various documents, such as a piece of text, a program or a series of questions. Additionally, it is possible to annotate or vote on these documents. Authors in the set of experiments confirmed that their system based on principles of social tools, CQA being one of them, can successfully replace and outperform traditional online forums.

On the basis of performed analyzes, we identified an open problem that directs our further research. The analyzed educational systems are quite diverse in an application
of CQA concepts for the purpose of learning. One of the main reasons is that their potential to elicit students’ participation and collaborative learning is only to be discovered and thus it has not been well-documented yet [1]. The existing systems assume that an active participation on the question answering process (e.g. asking a question, providing an answer or a comment, searching for solved questions) leads somehow to an improvement of users’ knowledge about particular topics. However, it is not very clear which specific situations in the question answering process have a potential for participating users to acquire new knowledge.

We suppose that especially collaborative scenarios in which users participate on question answering with other more experienced users can lead to improvement in their knowledge. With tangible and well-described identification of this kind of scenarios, it will be possible to optimally utilize the learning potential embedded in the question answering process. Naturally, the identification of these scenarios plays even more important role in the educational domain. It will suggest how to propose more effective learning environments as well as methods for adaptive collaboration support that will guide students towards these scenarios. There are many ways how to achieve it, e.g. we can provide students with a recommendation to take a participation on questions in which some of the identified collaborative scenarios will occur with a high probability.

3 Determination of CQA Learning Potential

In order to answer the identified open problem, we conducted a study aimed to discover in which scenarios and how users improve their knowledge in CQA systems. For this purpose, we analyzed a dataset from Stack Overflow and investigated relations between users’ interactions and their level of expertise. Following the standard process in CQA systems, we identified three scenarios which occur during the question answering process and which can lead to improvement in expertise of participating users. Consequently, we stated a hypothesis associated with each of these scenarios. More specifically, we suppose that users improve their expertise:

- When an asker receives a high quality answer (Scenario 1).
  
  \[H1: \text{The number of asked questions containing high quality answers (with a quality that exceeds asker’s current expertise) is positively associated with improvement in asker’s expertise.}\]

- When an answerer utilizes additional external sources, which supplement his or her own expertise, to provide better answers (Scenario 2).
  
  \[H2: \text{The number of provided high quality answers (with a quality that exceeds current answerer’s expertise) is positively associated with answerer’s expertise.}\]

- When a user participates (i.e. provides an additional answer-candidate while the best answer has not been selected yet) on a question answering in which other high quality answers has been previously posted (Scenario 3).
  
  \[H3: \text{The number of provided answers to questions that has previously received other high quality answers (with a quality that exceeds current answerer expertise) is positively associated with answerer’s expertise.}\]
3.1 Dataset Description

We employed a dataset from Stack Overflow in our analyses. Stack Overflow is a domain-specific open CQA system in which users concern with various questions about programming. Stack Overflow is not applied directly in the educational domain, nevertheless our goal is to determine the learning potential embedded in the question answering process, which appears independently on the particular domain where CQA system is applied in. In addition, its large dataset is publicly available and thus it represents the best option for the purpose of our study.

Stack Overflow was founded in July 2008 and so far it contains more than 8.1M of questions and more than 14M of answers. It is considered as the fastest CQA system with median time to the first answer lower than 10 minutes. Several voting mechanisms are available: each question and answer can be voted up or down; each comment can be marked as a useful one. In addition, a question can be starred as a favorite one.

The anonymized dataset from Stack Overflow as well as from all other CQA systems built on the top of Stack Exchange infrastructure is published regularly under Creative Commons license and contains all publicly available data (http://blog.stackexchange.com/category/cc-wiki-dump/). The main part of dataset consists of users’ posts (i.e. questions, answers and comments), their revision history and metadata (i.e. tags, votes, received badges).

At first, we analyzed the evolution of Stack Overflow during its history. More specifically, we focused on the number of new questions. Figure 1 shows that the amount of new questions is growing from the very beginning and is quite stable recently. Therefore, we decided to limit our further analyses at the content posted between January and December 2013. During this one year-long interval, users asked about 2.3M of questions and provided more than 3.4M of answers. About 91.9% of all questions received at least one answer and in addition, asker selected the best answer in the case of 48.7% of all questions. Quite impressive is also the speed of the question answering process as 67.5% of questions received the first answer in 10 minutes after being posted.

![Fig. 1. Number of new questions posted each month during Stack Overflow history.](image-url)
3.2 Estimation of Answer Quality and User Topical Expertise

Stack Overflow dataset provides information only about low-level interactions (e.g. creation of a new question). In order to confirm the stated hypotheses, it was necessary to process users’ actions to more abstract variables.

**Topic.** To model question and answer topic, we decided to employ tags assigned by users at the time of the question creation. Corresponding answers inherit topics from the question they are related to. Some other studies supplement user-assigned tags by latent topics identified by methods such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), e.g. [7]. However, this approach is important especially when questions are assigned only to one category (e.g. in Yahoo! Answer) and thus a little information is known about a question’s topic. On the other side, in Stack Overflow a question can have unlimited number of tags (each question has 2.95 tags in average in the selected dataset).

**Answer Quality.** Determination of answer quality in CQA systems is quite a difficult and challenging task because most of questions can be subjectively oriented and the context of each question and corresponding asker is unique and sometimes not well known. Several different techniques have been used to determine answer quality in CQA systems so far. Some authors relied on an assumption than an answer is of high quality if it was selected by an asker as the best answer. Authors in [6] pointed out a problem of this discrete taxonomy. The best answer selected by an asker can be chosen subjectively and thus it can be biased while there can be also other high-quality answers. Another possibility how to achieve more precise answers’ quality estimation is manual evaluation what is, however, really time consuming and thus it is not possible to apply it on great datasets. Finally, Stack Overflow, as well as other CQA systems, provides users with a voting mechanism which determines answers’ quality by means of score. Score refers to a sum of positive and negative votes on questions as well as answers. Positive votes on an answer determine its correctness and giving a negative vote means that the answer is incomplete, incorrect or biased. More than 70% of all votes are created within 48 hours after the corresponding post was created. Therefore, we can consider score as a quite precise estimation of answer quality which is mostly independent on time when the answer was posted.

By analyses of Stack Overflow dataset, we found out that values of answer score follow a typical long-tail distribution and thus any calculation with them can be significantly skewed. For this reason, we performed two transformations on the score:

1. A logarithmic transformation to eliminate the undesired power law distribution.
2. A min-max normalization which transforms positive values to interval $(0,1)$ and negative values to interval $(-1,0)$. This normalization is important because negative votes in the selected dataset represent only 11% of all votes and thus we emphasized their weight.

Consequently, we propose to calculate quality of an answer $A_i$ as a normalized score ($S'$) increased in the case when the answer was selected as the best answer ($BA$). We empirically set the influence of asker’s best answer vote/selection as a value 0.1 that corresponds approximately to 5 standard up-votes by users other than the asker.

$$\text{quality}(A_i) = S'(A_i) + BA(A_i)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)
User topical expertise. In most research works, an estimation of users’ expertise is based on their previous contributions. Zhang et al. [10] proposed a very simple metric named z-score which describes how many answers and questions a user previously posted in the CQA system: 

\[ Z_{score} = \frac{a - q}{\sqrt{a + q}} \]

where \( a \) represents a number of posted answers and \( q \) is a number of asked questions. The assumption is that true experts only provide answers and do not ask any questions. Bougessa et al. [3] proposed a probabilistic model that is based on another simple metric named InDegree. This metric represents only a number of best answers provided by the particular user.

In our approach, we similarly utilize the previous user activity. However, in order to derive user expertise more precisely, we estimate it from quality of previously provided answers. More specifically, user expertise is calculated as a cumulative average of answers.

\[ BA(A_i) = \begin{cases} 
0.1 & \text{if } A_i \text{ was selected as the best answer} \\
0 & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases} \]  

(2)

In addition, it is calculated separately for each topic (tag). It means that users can have different values of expertise for various topics and thus we are able to model real user expertise even more precisely. Similarly as all approaches based on previous user activities, also our approach has a drawback that we are not able to calculate user expertise for users with no or minimal activity in the CQA system. It means, that we have an estimation of user expertise with a high degree of uncertainty at the beginning and with the following answers, we are able to refine the expertise level and estimate it with a significantly higher confidence.

3.3 Evaluation of Knowledge Acquisition Scenarios

We employed the estimation of answer quality and user topical expertise to evaluate the stated hypotheses. At first, we identified all occurrences of three analyzed scenarios for each user and separately for each tag he or she provided answers on. Consequently, we calculated two numbers each time when user expertise has changed (i.e. when the particular user provided a new answer):

1. Number of scenario occurrences in the time interval from the analyzed point in time until user’s last activity in the selected dataset.
2. Relative change of user’s expertise between the analyzed point in time and user’s last activity in the dataset.

Time intervals with a low-confidence estimation of user expertise were omitted because they can bring an undesired distortion to the evaluation. Finally, the calculated relative change of expertise was averaged across all users and tags with the respect to the number of scenario occurrences (see Figure 2).

The obtained results pointed out that all three scenarios are positively related with user expertise. We can see a logarithmic distribution for scenario H2 (when an answerer provides a high quality answer) and H3 (when an answerer provides an answer besides other high quality answers). It means that these two scenarios provide the best potential to boost knowledge acquisition. On the other hand, influence of scenario H1 (when an asker receives a high quality answer) follows rather a linear trend.
To evaluate the relation between variables numerically, we used Kendall tau rank correlation coefficient as an evaluation metric. Kendall tau correlation was selected due to the non-linear character of evaluated relations as well as its better robustness in comparison with other standard correlation coefficients (i.e., Spearman rank correlation and Pearson correlation). All scenarios achieved strong correlations with a high significance (see Table 1).

Table 1. Overview of the achieved Kendall tau correlations for the evaluated hypotheses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Correlation</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1 (when an asker receives a high quality answer)</td>
<td>0.9167</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2 (when an answerer provides a high quality answer)</td>
<td>0.9333</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3 (when an answerer provides an answer besides other high quality answers)</td>
<td>0.9830</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Conclusion and Future Work

Without any doubt, fast and reliable availability of information is the crucial step to success in business as well as in academia. We consider Community Question Answering (CQA) systems as promising knowledge management systems that appeared only recently. While the primary goal of CQA systems is to provide high quality answers on new questions in the shortest possible time, we recognized their potential to become novel learning systems that supplement a formal educational process.

On the basis of the dataset from Stack Overflow, which is one of the most popular CQA systems, we identified three scenarios that positively contribute to development of users’ knowledge. The results of our study give us a deeper insight into the learning potential embedded in the question answering process. More specifically, the identified
knowledge acquisitions scenarios can be utilized by researchers to propose more effective educational environments or methods for collaboration support. For example, during a personalized recommendation of questions to students, we can promote those recommendations that will direct students into the identified scenarios.

In our additional work, we took into consideration the knowledge acquisitions scenarios together with organizational and educational specifics to propose an educational organization-wide CQA system named Askalot. Askalot demonstrates the learning potential of CQA system as a complementary tool dedicated to knowledge sharing besides other educational systems ALEF [9] and PopCorm [8], which were developed and are used at our faculty.
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Abstract. This paper presents a multi agent system architecture used to store, annotate and reused knowledge from the ideas created by the students of the University of Lorraine during the creativity workshop called “48 hours to generate ideas”.

Keywords. Multi Agent System, Collaborative Creativity Process, Knowledge Annotation

1 Introduction

The engineering school of innovation (ENSGSI) of the University of Lorraine organizes every year a creativity workshop called “48 hours to generate ideas1” for the students. This challenge is international since there are twelve other universities all over the world, which participate to this event. During forty-eight hours the students will apply creativity method to generate hundreds of ideas in order to solve an industrial problem. The aim of creativity workshops is to develop creativity supported by a collaborative process where students groups generate an eco-system of ideas, evaluate them and make them evolve. The creativity collaborative process involves creativity participants, creativity experts and stakeholders. Creativity experts who are the professors of the engineering school of innovation, animate and lead the creativity process taking into account the skills and evolution of the groups of creativity participants, combining different creativity methods and installing a sequence of divergence/convergence phases helping the growth of the ideas eco-system. However,

1 http://www.48h-innovation-maker.com/
2 http://curbcreativepracticebootcamp.eventbrite.com/
during these workshops or challenges, ideas are usually written on post-its and then enriched and structured by means of paper forms that are difficult to exploit by both participants and creativity experts.

With the development of information and communication technologies, different innovation platforms are proposed. Several research studies on how to choose a modern interactive tool (or even a collaboration ecology), which simulates the creativity collaborations, have been recently presented in [1][2][3]. Another educational creativity workshop is the annual Creative Practice Bootcamp held in Nashville, TN, where students learn how to apply methods like Brainstorming [4], Brainpurge [5] or Brainwriting [6]. All these systems provide supports for distant and asynchronous innovation. However, even if their main aim is to favor the innovation process, they limit their contribution to feeding participants with information (from other participants, from different content providers, etc.) based on crowdsourcing principles. They are neither installing nor supporting the creativity process itself as creativity experts do during the creativity workshops. Others research works use a multi agent system approach to support the creativity process. In these works we observe two categories; the multi agent systems used to simulate the cognitive mechanism of the creative people like in [7], [8] or the multi agent systems which aim to manage a creativity support system like [9], [10], [11]. The multi agent system approach allows to realize complex tasks like annotate, evaluate ideas and also to take into account of the social features of the creative people like the way they cooperate and the information that they need to fulfill an activity [12].

In this paper we present an agents based approach called CIMAS (Creativity Ideas Managed by Agent System) to support the creativity process all along the challenge “48 hours to generate ideas”. In the next section, we will explain the interest to use a multi agent system approach to support the creativity process. In the following section, we will describe the architecture of CIMAS and the annotation process used by the agents to manage the knowledge inside ideas.

2 Overview of CIMAS

In this section we describe the concepts and the architecture of the CIMAS system. There are three types of users; the stakeholders the creativity quizmasters and the creative participants. The aim objectives of the CIMAS system are:

- To help creative participant to annotate and evaluate their ideas and to research others similar ideas;
- To assist stakeholders to search relevant ideas by using different points of views;
- To assist creativity quizmaster by providing indicators and ideas trends from all the creative participant groups.

---
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2 http://curbcreativepracticebootcamp.eventbrite.com/
Agents dedicated to the ideas annotation

Doyle explains in [13] that “annotated environments containing explanations of the purpose and uses of spaces and activities allow agents to quickly become intelligent actors in those spaces”. The ideas landscape represents the annotated environment built by the agents. Indeed the CIMAS agents have to annotate each idea, sketch or post-it in order to handle and exploit this information.

The Semantic Web [14] represents a set of languages which facilitate the annotation of web resources. By using RDF language of the Semantic Web, we can describe the context and the content of an idea even if the idea is a text, a sketch or a video. Compared to the Web, the ideas have more delimited context. We can easily define who the creators are, the type of content, when the idea was created. Thus an ontological approach is conceivable to describe ideas. There are already several ontologies aimed at the annotation of ideas, such as ideas “ideaontology” [15], or “Idea Management ontology” [16]. Ideaontology is dedicated to the evaluation of the idea and use mono criteria methods to evaluate an idea. The second ontology is based on four groups of concepts; the concepts related to describe the origin of the idea, the concepts relative to describe the idea, the concepts which describe the innovative part of the idea (impact of the idea, target, feasibility, etc.), and the object (evolution of the idea, the process to develop it, etc.). In CIMAS we have built an ontology of concepts relating to description (types, use cases, etc.) and to contexts (creator, trust, evaluation, related project, etc.). The CIMAS ontology is formalized with OWL lite [17] which is related to provide a conceptual model to describe ideas and which the resources are defined separately.

The Figure 1 shows an extract of the CIMAS ontology and an example of annotation with literal and conceptual properties.

The CIMAS system does not lead directly with the web resources but with their annotation to support the ideas information management. Thus the CIMAS ontology represents a conceptual structure used by the agents to annotate ideas, to organize and research them.

![Fig. 1. Extract of the CIMAS ontology and annotation example.](image-url)
Architecture

A Multi Agent System is a network of agents that work together in a cooperative way to solve problems that would be generally difficult to solve for any individual agent. Information Agents are a part of intelligent agents [18],[19]. Klusch made a list of the services that a multi-agent system can offer in an information management approach [20]:

- Search, acquire, analyse and classify information coming from various information sources;
- Give information to human and computing networks once usable knowledge is ready to be consulted;
- Negotiate on information integration or exclusion into the system;
- Give explanation to the quality and reliability related to the integrated information;
- Learn progressively all along the information management process;

The proposed approach to design a MAS is based on an organizational approach like the A.G.R model used in AALAADIN [21], Operetta [22] and methodologies like TROPOS [23] or RIOCC [24]. Thus the CIMAS architecture is viewed as a human society in term or role, skill and relationships.
The main objective of the CIMAS system is to manage ideas coming from different information sources (post-its, texts, sketches). The CIMAS system is based on three layers (Figure 2):

- The ideas landscape where users insert their ideas (text, sketch or post-its) in the system by using forms;
- The agents layer where the management of ideas is executed;
- The Interface layer where users can research an idea, consult an idea card or display the ideas trend inside a creativity workshop.

In this paper we describe the agents layer.

### Ideas Agents Society in CIMAS

From the architecture analysis we can specify the two different agents' societies, the interactions between agents and the mechanisms they use to handle the annotations of ideas.

The Ideas Agents Society is dedicated to annotate the idea according to the ideas ontology. More explicitly, the agents use the structure of the ontology to annotate ideas. There are three Ideas agents, one by type of creativity workshop. There is one agent according to each type of content (post-it, sketch and idea card). The annotation of an idea is composed of a list of tags (Figure 3), which describe its creation (creator, creation date, team, creativity workshop) and its evolution (Number of views, number of “likes”, etc.).

The Ideas agents also build the result of the semantic researches when users enter keywords in the CIMAS search engine (Figure 2). They use two mechanisms; the first one is to built SPARQL requests [25] and the second is to calculate the semantic similarity between two ideas.

The first method is used to research the exact name of an idea, a creator or a group. Figure 4 shows the SPARQL request to search an idea which is called “Unbreakable helmet” created by the group “ERPI team”.

```
<CIAMAS:ideaName>SCD Helmet<CIAMAS:Name/>
<CIAMAS:CreativeWorkshop>Helmet of the future<CIAMAS:CreativityWorkshop/>
<CIAMAS:ideaCreationDate>02/01/2013<CIAMAS:ideaCreationDate/>
<CIAMAS:ideaNumberView>31<CIAMAS:ideaNumberView/>
<CIAMAS:ideaNumberLike>15<CIAMAS:ideaNumberLike/>
<CIAMAS:ideaNumberNoLike>5<CIAMAS:ideaNumberNoLike/>
<CIAMAS:Person>
  <CIAMAS:CreativeParticipant>
    <CIAMAS:Name>Davy Monticola<CIAMAS:Name/>
    <CIAMAS:Group>ERPI team<CIAMAS:Group/>
  <CIAMAS:CreativeParticipant>
<CIAMAS:Person>
```

Fig. 3. Annotation of an idea
The second method consists of calculating the similarity between two concepts in order to identify the similar concepts or the closed concepts. The method is based on the calculus of the semantic distances between two concepts in the RDF models embedded annotations. For example in the CIMAS ontology we have the following property:

\[ Post \rightarrow \text{(Creator)} \rightarrow \text{[CreativeParticipant]} \]

The method will provide results such as:

\[ Sketch \rightarrow \text{(Creator)} \rightarrow \text{[Student]} \]
\[ IdeaCard \rightarrow \text{(Creator)} \rightarrow \text{[Professor]} \]

To research the concepts, which are close semantically, the agents use the distance of Rada [26] counting the number of arcs on the shorter path between two terms (t1 and t2) (formula 1). By using this distance we can define the distance between two RDF triplets as the sum of the distances between: two relations, two concepts in first argument (domain) and two concepts in second argument (range) (formula 2).

\[
dist(t_1,t_2) = \text{length}(t_1,\text{least}(t_1,t_2)) + \text{length}(t_2,\text{least}(t_1,t_2)) \tag{1}
\]

\[
dist(triple1, triple2) = \text{dist} (\text{domain(triple1)}, \text{domain(triple2)}) + \text{dist} (\text{predicate(triple1)}, \text{predicate(triple2)}) + \text{dist} (\text{range(triple1)}, \text{range(triple2)}) \tag{2}
\]

The algorithm gives a number between 0 and 1. The closer the number is to 1; the closer are the concepts semantically. A semantic research on all the RDF annotations on the word “Helmet” provides the results shown in Table 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concepts</th>
<th>Similarity index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Headdress</td>
<td>0.632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard Hat</td>
<td>0.452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crash Helmet</td>
<td>0.678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandore</td>
<td>0.128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crown</td>
<td>0.321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hat Head Protector</td>
<td>0.521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety Helmet</td>
<td>0.862</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Research for the word “Helmet” in the Ideas Annotations
The Ideas agents will propose the three best results of the research i.e. the results are “Headdress”, “Had Hat” and “Crash Helmet” for the previous example.

**The Society of Creative Assistant Agents in CIMAS**

The Creativity Assistant Agents (CAA) interact with the users through the three following interfaces:

- The semantic research engine where they will send the elements of the request to the Ideas agent;
- The Ideas Card visualization and Evaluation. With this interface the CA presents the different idea cards and allow the users to add a comment or a mention “like” or “not like”;
- The Ideas Trend interface. This interface is a scatter chart showing the different ideas themes which are emergent in the workshop.

There are three different CA agents by creativity workshop. Each agent manages one type of interface; the ideas research interface, the ideas cards description & evaluation interface and the ideas trend interface.

### 3 Conclusion

This paper presents the architecture of a multi agent system dedicated to the ideas management during the creativity workshop “48 hours to generate ideas” organized by the engineering school of innovation of the University of Lorraine. The system uses the semantic web language and an idea ontology to build, research and exploit ideas annotations. The next work of this project will be to make the agents proactive, i.e. to allow the agents to inform the different type of users (Creative participants/students, creativity experts/professors and stakeholders/industrial partners) all along the workshop about the trend of ideas, or if a new idea is similar to another. Another perspective will be to evaluate the whole ideas generated during the creativity workshops and to propose actions to reuse them.
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Abstract. Ontology-based Multiple Choice Question (MCQ) generation has a relatively short history. Many attempts have been carried out to develop methods to generate MCQs from ontologies. However, there is a still a need to understand the applicability of these methods in real educational settings. In this paper, we present an empirical evaluation of ontology-based MCQ generation. We examine the feasibility of applying ontology-based MCQ generation methods by educators with no prior experience in ontology building. The findings of this study show that this is feasible and can result in generating a reasonable number of educationally useful questions with good predictions about their difficulty levels.

1 Introduction

Automatic question generation is a relatively new field and dimension within the broad concept of technology-aided assessment. It potentially offers educators some help to ease the burden and reduce the cost of manual assessment construction. In terms of time, it is reported that assessment development requires considerable time [9, 18, 20]. In terms of cost, it is estimated that the cost of developing one question for a high-stake test can range from $1,500 to $2,000 [19]. More importantly, in terms of quality, as many as 40% of manually constructed questions can fail to perform as intended when used in assessments [11]. This has motivated many researchers to develop automated methods to generate assessment questions. Many of these methods have focused on the generation of Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs) which are typically used in high-stake testing.

Ontologies are machine-processable artefacts that can formally describe the main notions of a specific domain. Recent advancements in ontology languages and ontology tools have created an interest in ontology-based MCQ generation. Various attempts have been made to generate MCQs from ontologies [3, 17, 23, 24]. However, little is known about how useful these MCQs are when used in real educational settings.

We present a new case study for using ontology-based MCQ generation in real educational settings. The purpose of the study is to evaluate the feasibility of using ontology-based MCQ generators by instructors who have no prior experience in ontology development. Rather than using an existing ontology, we
examine the case where a new ontology is required to be build from scratch. We estimate the cost of question generation including the cost of building a new ontology by a novice ontology developer (e.g., the instructor in this case). We also evaluate the quality of the generated questions and the accuracy of the generator’s predictions about the difficulty of the generated questions.

2 Background

An MCQ item is an assessment tool which is made up of the following parts: 1) A stem, 2) A key and 3) Some distractors. The stem is a statement that introduces a problem to the student. The key is simply the correct answer. A number of incorrect, yet plausible, answers are called the distractors. The number of optimal distractors for MCQs remains debatable [12].

An ontology is a set of axioms which can be either terminological or assertional. Terminological axioms describe relationships between concepts. Assertional axioms describe relationships between individuals and concepts or between individuals and roles. Description Logics (DL) ontologies have formal semantics [7]. In this sense, an ontology is a logical theory which implies that implicit knowledge can be inferred from the explicitly stated knowledge. For a detailed overview of ontologies, the reader is referred to [7].

3 Related work

Prior to exploring the large body of research related to ontology-based question generation methods, we need to understand the basic/optional components associated with those methods. These components are:

3.1 Source preparation

Before being able to generate questions, a suitable source ontology must be prepared. Gavrilova et al. [10] present a 5-step strategy aimed at developing teaching ontologies. The stages are: 1) Glossary development, 2) Laddering, 3) Disintegration, 4) Categorisation and 5) Refinement. Sosnovsky et al. [21] present a case study for utilising the above 5-step strategy to develop an ontology for the domain of C programming.

3.2 Item generation

The next step of generation is to generate an assessment item or part of it (e.g., distractors) from the developed ontology. For example, Mitkov et al. [16] have developed an approach to automatically generate MCQs using NLP methods. They also make use of ontologies to generate distractors that are similar to the correct answer.

Zitko et al. [24] proposed templates and algorithms for automatic generation of MCQs from ontologies. They generate a random set of distractors for
each questions. Papasalouros et al. [17] constrain the set of distractors to some neighbours of the correct answer in the ontology.

Williams [23] presents a prototype system for generating mathematical word problems from ontologies based on predefined logical patterns. The proposed method makes use of data properties in general ontologies. The data properties are used to replace certain place holders in the predefined patterns.

3.3 Characterisation

Some methods of ontology-based question generation vary the characteristics of the generated questions (e.g., their difficulty). For instance, Williams [23] proposes to vary the difficulty of mathematical problems by introducing/removing distractor numerical values and varying sentence complexity and length. Alsabait et al. [3, 2, 1] propose to vary the difficulty of MCQs by varying the similarity between the key and distractors.

3.4 Presentation

To enhance the readability of automatically generated questions, Williams [23] extends the use of SWAT\(^1\) natural language tools to verbalise ontology terms which are used in the generated questions. For example, “has a height of” can be derived from the data property “has_height”. Similarly, Papasalouros et al. [17] use simple natural language generation techniques to transform the generated questions into English sentences.

3.5 Post evaluation

Mitkov et al. [16] present an evaluation study of automatically generated MCQs in real testing settings. Item response theory (IRT) [15] has been used for the statistical analysis of students results. In particular, they study the following properties: (i) item difficulty, (ii) discrimination between good and poor students and (iii) usefulness of distractors. They also compare manual and automatic methods of MCQ generation and report that that automated methods perform better than manual methods of test items in terms of time without compromising quality.

In an earlier study [3], the authors evaluated a large set of multiple-choice questions which have been generated from three different ontologies. The evaluation was carried out using an automated solver which simulates a student trying to answer these questions. The use of the automated solver facilitated the evaluation of the large number of questions. The findings of this study show that it is feasible to control the difficulty of questions by varying the similarity between the key and distractors. A more recent study [5] in which the authors recruit a group of students in real testing settings confirms the results of the study carried earlier using the automated solver.

\(^1\) http://swat.open.ac.uk/tools/
4 Ontology-based MCQ generation in practice

Introduction to Software Development in Java is a self-study course run by the School of Computer Science at the University of Manchester. It aims to ensure that students enrolled in Masters programs in the school have a thorough grasp of fundamental programming concepts in Java. Topics covered in this course include: object-oriented basics, imperative programming, classes, inheritance, exception handling, collections, stream and file I/O. The course material is delivered online via Moodle. As with any self-study course, students enrolled in this course need a series of self-assessments to guide them through their learning journey.

4.1 Materials and methods

Equipment description the following machine was used for the experiments in this paper: Intel Quad-core i7 2.4GHz processor, 4 GB 1333 MHz DDR3 RAM, running Mac OS X 10.7.5. In addition to the following software: OWL API v3.4.4 [14] and FaCT++ [22].

Building the ontology An ontology that covers the contents of the course has been built by an instructor who has an experience in Java but with no huge familiarity with materials of this course. In this case, the instructor had no prior experience in building ontologies. The online course material covers both fundamental concepts (i.e., terminological knowledge) and practical Java examples (i.e., procedural knowledge). Only terminological knowledge is suitable to be modelled in ontologies. This type of knowledge is typically a vital part of education in general and of assessment in particular. It is regarded as the basic level in Bloom’s taxonomy of learning objectives [8]. The development of the ontology has gone through the following steps:

- The instructor has been introduced to basics of ontology development in an initial meeting which lasts for 2 hours. This included a brief hands-on tutorial on using Protégé 4 ontology editor. Further online materials [13] were forwarded to the instructor to familiarise herself on building and dealing with ontologies.
- The instructor built an initial version of the ontology. She went through the first 6 modules of the course, extracted and added to the ontology any encountered concepts and finally established links between the added concepts. This took a total of 10 hours and 15 minutes spread over 6 days. This has resulted in a total of 91 classes, 44 object properties and 315 axioms.
- A two-hours feedback session took place to highlight weak points in this version of the ontology. The instructor reported that, as the number of classes and relations increased, it got very hard to maintain the same level of understanding of the current state of the ontology.
The second version of the ontology took 5.5 hours to build. The resulting ontology has a total of 91 classes, 38 object properties and 331 axioms. The main task was to restructure the ontology according to the received feedback. The decrease in the number of object properties is due to merging those object properties which had very similar meaning but different names. The increase in the number of axioms can be partially explained by the fact that the instructor was advised to assert negative facts in the ontology whenever and wherever possible. In addition, some concepts were re-categorised (e.g., declared as a subclass of another exiting class).

To ensure that the ontology covers the main concepts of the domain, the instructor was advised to consult a glossary of Java-related terms which is part of the online course material. Adding new terms from the glossary in suitable positions in the ontology took a total of 10 hours over 4 days. The resulting ontology has a total of 319 classes, 107 object properties, 213 annotation assertion axioms and 513 logical axioms. The DL expressivity of the resulting ontology is $\mathcal{ALCHQ}$ which allows conjunctions, disjunctions, complements, universal restrictions, existential restrictions, qualified number restrictions and role hierarchies. For more information and examples, the reader is referred to [7].

Generating questions We follow the same question generation strategies described in [5] to generate multiple choice questions from ontologies. The first step of question generation is to compute the pairwise similarity for all the classes in the ontology using the similarity measures described in [6]. These similarity measures have been shown to be highly correlated with human similarity measurements [6]. The intuition behind using similarity measures as part of question generation is that varying the similarity between the key and distractors can make it possible to vary the difficulty of the generated questions [4]. In other words, increasing the difficulty to distinguish the correct answer among the given answers makes the question harder.

A total of 428 questions have been generated from the Java ontology. Then questions with less than 3 distractors have been excluded (resulting in 344 questions). Questions in which there is an overlap between the stem and the key have been filtered out (resulting in 264 questions). This step was necessary to ensure that there are no word clues in the stem that could make the correct answer too obvious. Previous attempts to generate MCQs from ontologies have identified this as a possible problem [5]. In this study, we filter out questions in which there is a shared word of more than three characters between the stem and key. This does not apply to questions in which the shared word is also present in the distractors. Finally, questions which can be described as redundant and that are not expected/recommended to appear in a single exam were manually excluded (e.g., two questions which have slightly different stems but the the same set of answers or vice versa). This step was carried out only to get a reasonable number of questions that can be reviewed in a limited time. The resulting questions
are 65 questions in total. Among these are 25 easy questions and 40 difficult questions.

**Reviewing questions** Three reviewers have been asked to evaluate the 65 questions using the web interface shown in Figure 1. All the reviewers have experience in both the subject matter (i.e., programming in Java) and assessment construction. The reviewers have been randomly numbered as Reviewer 1, Reviewer 2 and Reviewer 3 with Reviewer 2 being the ontology developer. For each question, the reviewer is asked to first attempt to answer the question. Next, the reviewer is asked to rate the difficulty of the question by choosing one of the options 1) Too easy, 2) Reasonably easy, 3) Reasonably difficult and 4) Too difficult. Then the reviewer is asked to rate the usefulness of the question by choosing one of the options: (0) not useful at all, (1) useful as a seed for another question, (2) useful but requires major improvements, (3) useful but requires minor improvements or (4) useful as it is. In addition, the reviewer is asked to check whether the question adhere to 5 rules for constructing good MCQs. These rules were gathered from the qualitative analysis of previous reviewer comments in a previous evaluation study [5]. The rules are: R1) The question is relevant to the course content, R2) The question has exactly one key, R3) The question contains no clues to the key, R4) The question requires more than common knowledge to be answered correctly, and R5) The question is grammatically correct.

![Fig. 1: The reviewing web-interface](image)

### 4.2 Results and discussion

**Total cost** We report on the cost, in terms of time, of the three phases: 1) ontology building, 2) question generation and 3) question review. The ontology
took around 25 hours to be built by an instructor who has no prior experience on ontology building and no huge familiarity with the course material used in this study. This cost could have been reduced with an appropriate experience in building ontologies and/or higher familiarity with course content. The generation of a total of 428 questions using the machine described above took around 8 hours including the time required to compute pair-wise similarities. Finally, Reviewers 1, 2 and 3 spent around 43 minutes, 141 minutes, and 56 minutes respectively. We exclude any question for which more than 15 minutes were spent. This indicates that the reviewer was interrupted during the review of that question. In addition, Reviewer 2 reported that she was taking side notes while reviewing each question. For this reason and for other reasons that could interrupt the reviewer, the cost of the reviewing phase should be regarded as a general indicator only.

In terms of cost, it is interesting to compare between two possible scenarios to generate MCQs. The first scenario is where the questions are manually constructed whereas the second scenario utilises ontology-based question generation strategies. The cost of manual generation is expected to be lower than the cost of developing a new ontology added to the cost of question generation and review. However, a few points should be taken into account here. First, in the second scenario, the ontology is expected to be re-used multiple times to generate different sets of questions. Second, the aim is to generate questions with highly accurate predictions about their pedagogical characteristics which has been shown to be possible in the second scenario. Third, no particular skills/creativity for MCQ construction are required when utilising ontology-based question generation strategies.

**Usefulness of questions** Figure 2 shows the number of questions rated by each reviewer as: not useful at all, useful as a seed for another question, useful but requires major improvements, useful but requires minor improvements, or useful as it is. As the figure indicates, a reasonable number of questions have been rated as useful by at least one reviewer. More precisely, 63 out of the 65 questions have been rated as either useful as it is or useful with minor improvements by at least one reviewer. And 50 questions have been rated as either useful as it is or useful with minor improvements by at least two reviewers. Finally, 24 questions belong to the same category as rated by all three reviewers. As a concrete example of a question that was rated useful by all 3 reviewers, we present the following question:

Q: ..... refers to "A non-static member variable of a class."

(A) Loop variable  
(B) Instance variable (Key)  
(C) Reference variable  
(D) Primitive variable

**Quality of questions** Adherence to the 5 rules for constructing good MCQs indicates the quality of the generated questions. Figure 3 shows the number
of questions adhering to each rule as evaluated by each reviewer. In general, a large number of questions have been found to adhere to Rules R1, R2 and R4. It can be noticed that only a few questions violate Rule R4 (i.e., no clues rule). Recall that a lexical filter has been applied to the generated questions to filter out questions with obvious word clues. This has resulted in filtering out 80 questions. This means that the lexical filter is needed to enhance the quality of the generated questions. The grammatical correctness rule (R5) was the only rule which got low ratings. According to reviewers’ comments, this is mainly due to the lack of appropriate articles (i.e., the, a, an). Dealing with this issue and other presentation/verbalisation issues is part of future work.

**Difficulty of questions according to reviewers’ ratings** Part of the objectives of this study is evaluate the accuracy of predictions made by the questions generation tool about the difficulty of each generated question. To do this, we compare difficulty estimations by each reviewer with tool’s predictions. Recall that each reviewer was allowed to select from four options of different difficulty levels (too easy, reasonably easy, too difficult, reasonably difficult). This is to distinguish between acceptable and extreme levels of difficulty/easiness. However, tool’s predictions can take only two values (easy or difficult). To study tool-to-reviewers agreements, we only consider the two general categories of difficulty. That is, the four categories of difficulty estimations by reviewers are collapsed into two categories only (easy and difficult). Figure 4 shows the number of questions for which there is an agreement between the tool and at least one, two or three reviewers. As the Figure shows, for a large number of questions (51 out of 65 questions) there has been an agreement between the tool and at least one reviewer. To understand the causes of disagreements, we further
categorise the agreements according to the difficulty of questions. Table 1 indicates that the degree of agreement is much higher with easy questions reaching 100% agreements with at least one reviewer. This could mean that the generated distractors for difficult questions were not plausible enough. This has been discussed with the ontology developer because we believe that better distractors could be generated by enriching the ontology. In particular, the ontology developer has indicated that many classes in the ontology have been assigned to a single superclass while they could possibly be assigned to multiple superclasses. Restructuring and enriching the ontology is expected to increase the ability of the tool to generate questions at certain levels of difficulty.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>At least 1 reviewer</th>
<th>At least 2 reviewers</th>
<th>At least 3 reviewers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Easy questions</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficult questions</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All questions</td>
<td>78.5%</td>
<td>55.4%</td>
<td>21.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Difficulty of questions according to reviewers’ performance** Each reviewer has attempted to solve each question as part of the reviewing process. Interestingly, non of the reviewers has answered all the questions correctly, including the ontology builder who answered 60 questions correctly. The first and third reviewers have correctly answered 55 and 59 questions respectively. This can have different possible explanations. For example, it could be possible that
the reviewer have picked a wrong answer by mistake while trying to pick the key. This has actually happened with the first reviewer who has reported this by leaving a comment on one question. Note also that the third reviewer has reported that in exactly one question there was more than one possible correct answer, see Figure 3. This means that if a reviewer picks an answer other than the one identified by the tool as the correct answer then his/her answer will not be recognised as correct. Figure 5 shows the number of questions answered correctly by at least one, two and three reviewers.

In exactly one question, none of the reviewers answered the question correctly, raising a question about the validity of this question as an assessment tool. The stem part of this question was “Which is the odd one out?” To required task to answer the question is to distinguish between the answers which have a common link (the distractors) and the answer which cannot be linked to the other answers (the key). Although all the reviewers have rated this question as “useful”, we believe that it is too difficult and not necessarily very useful as an assessment item.

5 Conclusion and future research directions

We believe that ontology-based MCQ generation has proved to be a useful method for generating quality MCQs. The cost of generation is still considered to be high but is expected to be reduced over continuous uses of the same ontology.

As future work, we aim to administer the generated questions to a group of students in order to see how useful the questions are for the purposes of self-assessments. We also aim to add a verbaliser to the MCQ generator to enhance language accuracy. Finally, we believe that there is a potential in using the
developed MCQ generation methods in application other than assessments. For example, we are interested in exploring the applicability of these methods for ontology evaluation and comprehension purposes.
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